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ER-CON TECHNOLOGIES 

PIPE SUPPORTS  

The pipeline infrastructure in the United 

States covers more than 2.5 million miles.  

Along this traverse, lines are constantly 

being exposed in creek beds, rivers, and 

other areas of high erosion.   

For over 30 years, Er-Con Technologies has 

been successfully addressing the erosion 

issues of its Clients, many of whom are a part of the pipeline 

superstructure.  Various exposures require various remediation.  When 

pipelines encounter designed free-spans, pipe supports are an 

important part of asset protection. 

Not only does Er-Con analyze the exposure, but determines the root 

cause leading to the exposure.  For 

successful a solution, it is imperative to 

identify and understand the cause of the 

free-span before any design is proposed 

to ensure the chance of recurrence is 

minimized.  If needed, pipe supports 

can be integrated with other 

technologies, further stabilizing the 

line from the powers of erosion. 

WHY CHOOSE PIPE SUPPORTS? 

Pipe supports are an effect mechanism of supporting pipelines and 

their contents over free-spans of any length.  Before the supports 

are installed, Er-Con performs a soil analysis to ensure the 

substrate is suitable for pilings and an adequate depth is attainable 

for long-term support and protection of the pipeline span.  Er-

Con’s goal is to provide our Clients with lasting solutions to their 

erosion exposures by addressing all aspects of the problem and 

possible solutions.   

SITE SPECIFIC SOLUTI ONS TO DESIGNED FREE -SPANS  

Premier Erosion Control Installations  
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Understanding Pipe Support Technology 

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES:                  

Er-Con can design and install 

pipe supports for any number 

of free-spanning pipes, from a 

single pipe to a dozen, our 

design team will create a 

solution that will effectively 

support the asset. 

Er-Con Technologies 

7201 Fairbanks N. Houston 

Houston, Texas 77040 

Phone: 713-460-4601 

www.er-contech.com 

After Before 

Er-Con Technologies prides 

itself on its ability to not 

only protect the asset, but to 

do so in an environmentally 

conscious manner, 

protecting the pipeline as 

well as the environment.   

After Before 


